VCs on Skis - Agenda 2017

Friday | March 3, 2017
8:15 PM

Venture Price is Right

1:24 PM

Family Fun

2:12 PM

A.I. Panel

Despite the technology being decades old, the prevalence of computing
power and abundance of date have given AI experts the ability to make
meaningful progress in the last decade. From beating AlphaGo champions to
determining emotion in pictures and videos, the impacts of AI are being felt
across markets with sufficient room to continue on the same course for
years. With all the hype, there are more and more startups moving into the
space, whether as a pivot or from inception. The volume of startups and the
lack of knowledge about the technology will inevitably lead to “missed
expectations” between investors and founders. This panel brings together
early stage (Michelle Bacharach of FindMine) and later stage (Matt Zeiler of
Clarifai) startups, an investor (Mike Brown of Bowery Capital) and an AI
expert (Sam Gross or Apptinuum) to discuss how to make sense of the
technology and to make sure you're investing in the next big success story.
This panel is moderated by Steven Kuyan of NYU FutureLabs.

3:15 PM

6:15 PM

Cannabis Panel

This panel will explore the growth, opportunities, and risks of the emerging
legal cannabis industry. The panelists will address questions about the
characteristics of both the medical and recreational markets, and their
related sub sectors, the current regulatory environment, and challenges the
industry will face going forward. Panelists include Scott Greiper, President
and Founder of Viridian Capital Advisors, a strategic financial avsory firm
dedicated to the cannabis industry, and publisher of the Viridian Deal
Tracker, Giadha De Carcer, CEO and Founder of New Fronteir the leading
data analytics company serving the cannabis industry, Ari Hoffnung, CEO of
Vireo Health NY, one of the five licensed medical cannabis providors in New
York State, and Ari Schwartz, Director of Acquisitions for Kalyx
Development a private Real Estate Investment Trust foused on the cannabis
industry. The panel will be moderated by Jeff Finkle, Chairman, Evaluation
Committee, ARC Angel Fund

On the Slopes

Saturday | March 4, 2017
10:00 AM

4:00 PM

VCs on Skis Arcade Center

X-BOX, PS4 & WII GAMES FOR KIDS OF ALL AGES

Sponsors Reception & Panel: Practical Perspectives of Artificial
Intelligence Investing from Startups and Investors

Despite the technology being decades old, the prevalence of computing
power and abundance of date have given AI experts the ability to make
meaningful progress in the last decade. From beating AlphaGo champions to
determining emotion in pictures and videos, the impacts of AI are being felt
across markets with sufficient room to continue on the same course for
years. With all the hype, there are more and more startups moving into the
space, whether as a pivot or from inception. The volume of startups and the
lack of knowledge about the technology will inevitably lead to “missed
expectations” between investors and founders. This panel brings together
early stage (Michelle Bacharach of FindMine) and later stage (Matt Zeiler of
Clarifai) startups, an investor (Mike Brown of Bowery Capital) and an AI
expert (Sam Gross or Apptinuum) to discuss how to make sense of the
technology and to make sure you're investing in the next big success story.
This panel is moderated by Steven Kuyan of NYU FutureLabs.

5:00 PM

6:15 PM

Company Showcase

Van Leeuwen Ice Cream - Laura O'neill, (Co-founder & COO) Plated - Josh Hix
(Co-founder & CEO) Zibby - Brandon wright (Co-founder & CEO) Clarifai Matt Zeiler (Co-foudner & CEO) RevJet - Mitchell Weissman (Co-foudner &
CEO)

Panel Discussion - Opportunities for Investors and Entrepreneurs
in the Legal Cannabis Industry
This panel will explore the growth, opportunities, and risks of the emerging
legal cannabis industry. The panelists will address questions about the
characteristics of both the medical and recreational markets, and their
related sub sectors, the current regulatory environment, and challenges the
industry will face going forward. Panelists include Scott Greiper, President
and Founder of Viridian Capital Advisors, a strategic financial avsory firm
dedicated to the cannabis industry, and publisher of the Viridian Deal
Tracker, Giadha De Carcer, CEO and Founder of New Fronteir the leading
data analytics company serving the cannabis industry, Ari Hoffnung, CEO of
Vireo Health NY, one of the five licensed medical cannabis providors in New
York State, and Ari Schwartz, Director of Acquisitions for Kalyx
Development a private Real Estate Investment Trust foused on the cannabis
industry. The panel will be moderated by Jeff Finkle, Chairman, Evaluation
Committee, ARC Angel Fund

8:00 PM

Ed Talk

8:15 PM

Keynote Guest: Arthur Minson (President & COO,
WeWork)

9:00 PM

Monte Carlo Night
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